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We evaluate the light, strange and charm scalar content of the nucleon using one lattice QCD
ensemble generated with two degenerate light quarks with mass fixed to their physical value. We
use improved techniques to evaluate the disconnected quark loops to sufficient accuracy to deter-
mine the strange and charm nucleon σ-terms in addition to the light quark content σπN . We find
σπN=37.2(2.6)(4.72.9) MeV, σs=41.1(8.2)(7.85.8) MeV and σc=79(21)(128) MeV, where the first error is
statistical and the second is the systematic error due to the determination of the lattice spacing,
the assessment of finite volume and residual excited state effects.

Introduction: The scalar quark contents of the nu-
cleon, or the so-called nucleon σ-terms, are fundamen-
tal quantities of QCD determining the mass generated
by the quarks in the nucleon and thus related to the ex-
plicit breaking of chiral symmetry. They are relevant
for a wide range of physical processes, such as pion- and
kaon-nucleon scattering, but also for the interpretation of
direct-detection dark matter (DM) searches being under-
taken by a number of experiments [1]. DM candidates un-
der consideration are weakly interacting massive particles
(WIMPs) predicted in many beyond the standard model
theories that interact with normal matter by elastic scat-
tering with nuclei [2]. In such a process, a WIMP, due
to its large mass, produces a Higgs boson that interacts
with the nucleon via scalar density operators. At zero
momentum transfer, the cross section for spin indepen-
dent elastic scattering depends quadratically on the nu-
cleon scalar matrix element, which constitutes the largest
uncertainty [3]. It is customary to define the nucleon σ-
terms to be scheme- and scale-independent quantities:

σf = mqf 〈N |q̄fqf |N〉, σπN = mud〈N |ūu+ d̄d|N〉 (1)

for a given quark qf of flavor f , or for the isoscalar combi-
nation, where mqf is the mass of qf , mud = (mu+md)/2
is the average light quark mass and |N〉 is the nucleon
state. Since the pioneering chiral perturbation theory
analysis that yielded σπN ∼ 45 MeV [4], there has been
significant progress in the determination of σπN from ex-
perimental data [5, 6]. Using high-precision data from
pionic atoms to determine the πN -scattering lengths
and a system of Roy-Steiner equations that encode con-
straints from analyticity, unitarity, and crossing symme-
try a value of 59.1(3.5) MeV is obtained [7]. This larger
value of σπN has theoretical implications on our under-
standing of the strong interactions as stressed in Ref. [8].
The determination of the strange σs-term is more difficult
since it would require an analysis of kaon-nucleon scat-
tering phase shifts. Alternatively, one can use as input
the values of σπN and of the ratio ms/mud, and SU(3)

chiral perturbation theory to determine it. The evalua-
tion of the charm scalar content is even harder amplifying
even further the uncertainty in the WIMP-nucleon cross-
section.

Given the importance of these quantities, a number of
lattice QCD calculations have been undertaken using two
approaches [9]. The first uses the Feynman-Hellmann
theorem that is based on the variation of the nucleon
mass mN with mqf : σf = mqf

∂mN
∂mqf

. Within lattice QCD

the mass of the nucleon has been computed using var-
ious discretized actions and different values of the light
quark mass including recent simulations with the phys-
ical value (referred to as the physical point). The most
extensive analysis, using a large set of simulations with
two light and a strange clover-improved fermions reach-
ing physical values of the pion mass and including an
assessment of finite volume effects and an extrapolat-
ing to the continuum limit, yielded a precise value of
σπN = 38(3)(3) MeV [10]. However, using the same ap-
proach to evaluate σs yields larger errors. The analysis
of Ref. [10] finds σs = 105(41)(37) MeV, while for σc this
approach is currently not applicable.

An alternative method is to evaluate directly the nu-
cleon matrix elements of the scalar operator that involves
disconnected quark loops. These are much more demand-
ing to compute than hadron masses. Therefore, it is only
recently that a direct computation of the σ-terms has
been performed using dynamical simulations [11–16]. In
this Letter we employ improved methods to compute the
disconnected quark loops, and evaluate σπN , σs and σc
directly at the physical point, thus eliminating chiral fits.
The evaluation is done for one ensemble of Nf=2 twisted
mass fermions at maximal twist with a lattice spacing of
a=0.093(1) fm determined from the nucleon mass [17].
An analysis using a single ensemble precludes the evalu-
ation of cut-off and infinite-volume effects using directly
lattice QCD results on these quantities. However, we
present conservative estimates of these systematics using
auxiliary arguments.
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Since we are using an Nf=2 ensemble, the strange
and charm quarks are absent from the sea. Results ob-
tained using Nf=2 and Nf=2+1+1 twisted mass ensem-
bles on quantities for which such quenching can poten-
tially have a large effect, such as the strange and charm
quark masses [18, 19] or the kaon and D-meson decay
constants [20, 21], showed no detectable quenching ef-
fects. For the value of σs itself, there are two direct
computations of the matrix element using the same over-
lap fermion ensembles, one with Nf=2 [22] and one with
Nf=2+1 [23] both yielding consistent values albeit with
a large systematic uncertainty. A more recent direct eval-
uation of the matrix element with overlap valence quarks
on Nf=2+1 domain wall sea fermions including the phys-
ical point yielded a value σs = 32.3(4.7)(4.9), which is
compatible with the value of σs = 30(8)(21) MeV ob-
tained with Nf = 2 overlap fermions [22]. These re-
sults suggest that quenching effects are negligible within
the statistical accuracy that they are computed presently.
We, therefore, neglect quenching effects in this Letter.

Matrix elements in lattice QCD: The nucleon scalar
matrix element can be extracted from the ratio of the
three-point function of the scalar operator to the two-
point function at zero momentum transfer, R(ts; tins) =
C3pt(ts−t0,tins−t0)

C2pt(ts−t0) [17]. Inserting a complete set of states

yields

R(ts, tins) =

∞∑
i,j=0

Aije
−δEi(ts−tins)e−δEj(tins−t0)

1 +
∞∑
i=1

cie−δEi(ts−t0)

δEi(tins−t0)�1−−−−−−−−−−→
δEi(ts−tins)�1

mqf 〈N |q̄fqf |N〉, (2)

where δEi = Ei − E0 is the energy gap between the ith

nucleon excited state Ei and the ground state E0 = mN ,
A00 is the desired matrix element, O = mqf q̄fqf , and
we consider the light, the strange and the charm quark
flavors. In Eq. (2) the desired matrix element is obtained
when the insertion-source, tins−t0, and the sink-insertion,
ts− tins time separations are large enough so that contri-
butions to the matrix element of O from excited states
with the same quantum numbers as the nucleon are neg-
ligible. For the scalar operator these have been shown
to be large [15]. We use three approaches in order to
check that indeed excited state contributions are suffi-
ciently suppressed: i) In the so-called plateau method
we look for the range of the values of tins for which the
ratio of Eq. (2) becomes time-independent (plateau re-
gion) and then fit a constant within this region. This
is done for several values of ts. Excited states are suffi-
ciently suppressed when the value of the plateau remains
statistically unchanged. Smearing techniques are crucial
to reduce the coefficients Aij for i, j > 0 and ci in the
three- and two-point functions. We use both gaussian
and APE smearing to maximize the overlap of our inter-
polating field with the nucleon [17]. ii) In the summation
method [24] we consider the ratio of Eq. (2) summed over

tins:

Rsum(ts) =

ts/a−1∑
tins/a=1

R(ts, tins) =

∞∑
i=0

Aii(ts/a− 2)e−δEits +
∞∑

i 6=j=0

Aij
e−aδEij−e−δEijts

1−e−aδEij
e−δEits

1 +
∞∑
i=1

cie−δEits

(3)

where we set t0 = 0 for simplicity in what follows and de-
fine δEij = Ej − Ei. For large enough ts, R

sum depends
linearly on ts/a, and the matrix element is given by A00,
obtained as the slope of a linear fit. While excited state
contributions are suppressed as e−δE1ts , as compared to
e−δE1(ts−tins) and e−δE1tins in the plateau method, fit-
ting to a two-parameter linear dependence increases the
statistical errors. iii) In the so-called two-state fit, one
takes into account the contributions of the first excited
state by fitting to the form given in Eq. (2) neglecting
higher order terms. This introduces five fit parameters,
namely A00, A01, A11, c1 and δE1. We consider that ex-
cited states are sufficiently suppressed when the value
extracted from the plateau method is consistent between
two ts, as well as with the other two approaches.

Computation of the three-point function: The three-
point function C3pt(ts, tins) receives contributions from
two types of diagrams, one when the scalar operator cou-
ples to a valence quark inside the nucleon (connected)
and one when it couples to a sea quark (disconnected).
For σπN both contributions are non-zero, while for σs and
σc only the disconnected contribution is present. Evalu-
ation of quark-disconnected contributions is notoriously
difficult and it is only very recently that such contribu-
tions can be computed [11, 13–16, 23, 25]. This is due to
the fact that one needs to evaluate a closed quark loop
of the form

∑
~xins

Tr[Gf (xins;xins)] where Gf (x; y) is the
quark propagator. Due to the appearance of the sum over
the spatial coordinate ~xins, the evaluation of disconnected
contributions requires knowledge of the quark propagator
from all to all spatial coordinates, which translates into
spatial volume N3

S inversions of the Dirac matrix com-
pared to two per quark flavor required for the evaluation
of the connected contribution. This is overcome by using
stochastic techniques to evaluate the quark propagator
entering the loop.

We use the twisted mass fermion discretization
scheme [26], which, besides ensuring O(a) improve-
ment for physical observables after tuning to maximal
twist [27], is particularly suited for evaluating scalar ma-
trix elements. The first important advantage is that all
scalar matrix elements are multiplicatively renormaliz-
able [28] avoiding the mixing that occurs between the
bare light and strange scalar quark matrix elements in
other Wilson-type fermion discretizations. This prop-
erty also holds for chiral invariant lattice formulations,
which however are computationally much more demand-
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ing. The second important advantage has to do with the
twisted mass term of the doublets in the action, which
helps reduce the gauge noise of disconnected quark loops.
This is because the isoscalar combination of a flavor dou-
blet of the scalar operator transforms into an isovector
of the pseudo-scalar operator in the twisted mass formu-
lation at maximal twist. For the u- and d-flavor doublet
we have ūu+ d̄d = iχ̄uγ5χu − iχ̄dγ5χd, where χu and χd
are the two degenerate light quark fields in the twisted
mass basis. The disconnected quark loop contribution to
σπN therefore becomes [29]:∑

~xins

Tr[iγ5Gχu(xins;xins)− iγ5Gχd(xins;xins)]

= 2µl
∑
y,~xins

Tr[γ5Gχu(xins; y)γ5Gχd(y;xins)]. (4)

The appearance of the small twisted light quark mass pa-
rameter µl allows for significant reduction in the gauge
noise. In this form, stochastic techniques can be em-
ployed to obtain the trace via the so-called one-end
trick [30] enabling the accurate computation of the quark
loops at all time insertions tins [14, 31]. Having the quark
loop for all tins, the summation method can be employed
without any further cost, which is an additional advan-
tage of this formulation.

For the strange and the charm quarks a similar
procedure can be followed. In this case we con-
sider Osterwalder-Seiler doublets [32] to construct, in
the twisted mass basis, the pseudo-scalar current:
1
2 (iχ̄f+γ5χf+−iχ̄f−γ5χf−), where f = s, c and f± refers
to taking ±µf . The nucleon matrix elements of these op-
erators give σs and σc. Unlike σπN , however, only purely
disconnected contributions are involved.

Simulation parameters: We use configurations simu-
lated with the Nf=2 twisted mass fermion action [33]
including a clover term with cSW = 1.57551 with µl
tuned to obtained the physical value of the pion mass [34–
38]. The lattice size is NS = 48 in the spatial and
NT = 96 in the temporal direction. For the strange
and charm doublets of Osterwalder-Seiler quarks, we
tune the bare strange and charm quark twisted mass aµs
and aµc to reproduce the experimental value of the Ω−

and Λc mass, respectively, obtaining aµs =0.0264(3) and
aµc = 0.3348(15).

The statistical uncertainty in the disconnected quanti-
ties is reduced as compared to that of Ref. [14] by increas-
ing the statistics at reduced cost. This is accomplished
by using a polynomially accelerated implicitly restarted
Arnoldi method to obtain the Nev smallest eigenmodes
of our linear system, which we use to precondition the
conjugate gradient (CG) algorithm for successive solves
on the same configuration. We take Nev = 1400, which
yields a speed-up of about twenty times as compared to
the non-deflated CG. In the stochastic evaluation of the
quark loops we use Z(4) noise vectors with the num-
ber given in Table I. For the strange and charm quark
loops, we use the truncated solver method (TSM), where

we combine a large number of stochastic estimates com-
puted to low precision with a small number of stochas-
tic estimates computed to high precision, appropriately
tuned [39, 40]. Table I gives a summary of the statistics.
All quark loop contributions are evaluated using graphics
cards where the QUDA software is extended to include
these quantities [41].

TABLE I: Ncnf and Nsrc is the number of configurations
and source positions per configuration. For the disconnected
loops, we give, in addition, the number of stochastic sources
Nr, the number of high (Nhp

r ) and low precision (N lp
r ) solves

used within the TSM. For the two-point functions we used
Ncnf = 1800 and Nsrc = 100.

Connected: three-point Fermion loop

ts/a Ncnf Nsrc Flav. Ncnf N
hp
r N lp

r

10,12,14 192 16 light 1800 2250 0

16 265 88 strange 1800 63 1024

18 517 88 charm 1800 5 1250
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→
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FIG. 1: Ratios yielding σπN , connected contribution (upper)
and disconnected (lower), versus tins shifted by half the sink-
source time separation. The lines and associated bands show
fits to the ratio in the plateau region (blue starting at the
lower and finishing at the upper fit range used), the two-state
fit (grey solid line) and the summation method (brown dashed
line).

Results: In Figs. 1 and 2 we show results for the ra-
tio of Eq. (2) for the light, the strange and the charm
scalar operators, respectively. As ts increases the ratios
converge in the plateau regions. We fit to the plateau
when ts = 1.7 fm to extract results for σπN and σs. For
the charm sector, within the larger statistical errors, the
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FIG. 2: The ratio from which σs (upper) and σc (lower) are
extracted. The notation is the same as in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 3: Results for σf from the plateau (left column), two-
state (center column) and summation (right column) meth-
ods. From top to bottom we show the results for the con-
nected and disconnected contributions to σπN , σs and σc.
tlows is the smallest ts in the summation or two-state fits. The
open symbol shows the selected final result and the red band
its statistical error.

plateaus are consistent already for ts = 0.9 fm. We ob-
serve that the disconnected contribution to the σπN is

at the 10% level, a value consistent with the one found
using an ensemble with pion mass of 373 MeV [14].

The convergence of our results as we vary ts in the
plateau method is demonstrated in Fig. 3 where we also
show the results of the two-state fit and the summation
method as we vary the lowest value of ts used in the
fit, denoted by tlows . Our final value is taken from the
plateau method after convergence with increasing ts is
demonstrated, as well as, when there is agreement with
the two-state fit. The summation method has typically
larger errors but it corroborates the plateau value. We
quantify the systematic error due to excited state effects
by weighting all values extracted from the plateau with
the fit p-value for ts ≥1.5 fm (0.9 fm) for the light and
strange (charm) σ-term and taking the variance.

Besides the systematic error due to the fit ranges, we
have a systematic error from the determination of the lat-
tice spacing, which we estimate by using the minimum
and maximum values when different physical quantities
are used to set the scale [34]. In addition, we estimate
the finite volume correction on σπN by evaluating the fi-
nite volume correction on the nucleon mass using baryon
chiral perturbation theory [42], in combination with the
Feynman-Hellmann theorem. We find a volume correc-
tion of 5% on σπN , and assume this to be an upper bound
also for σs and σc.

0 25 50 75 100
N [MeV]

Pavan '02

Alarcón '12

Hoferichter '15

QCDSF-UKQCD '12

ETMC '14

BMWc '16

QCDSF '12

QCD '15

This work

0 25 50 75 100 125 150
s, c [MeV]

QCDSF-UKQCD '12

BMWc '16

QCDSF '12

QCD '13

QCD '15

This work

s

QCD '13
This work

c

FIG. 4: Comparison of recent results for the σ-terms from
phenomenology (filled circles) [5, 6, 43] and from lattice
QCD shown with squares using the Feynman-Hellmann the-
orem [10, 44, 45] and asterisks using the direct method [11,
13, 16]. Open symbols use lattice QCD simulations that do
not include the physical point. The smaller error bar is the
statistical and the larger the total error.

Conclusions: Based on our analysis, the final values
for σπN , σs and σc are:

σπN =37.2(2.6)stat(1.9)exci(1.0)a(1.80.0)vol MeV,

σs =41.1(8.2)stat(4.7)exci(1.1)a(2.00.0)vol MeV and

σc =79(21)stat(6)exci(2)a(40)vol MeV, (5)

where the first error is statistical and the rest are system-
atics due to excited states (exci), finite lattice spacing (a),
and finite volume (vol) effects. The systematic errors are
added linearly to arrive at the errors in the final values
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given in the abstract. Alternatively, we provide our re-
sults in terms of the dimensionless ratios, fNf = σf/mN ,
obtaining:

fNud = 0.0399(28)(4021), fNs = 0.0440(88)(7251) and

fNc = 0.085(22)(117) (6)

using mN = 933(8) MeV [17], where the first error is
statistical and the second is the sum of the systematic
uncertainties due to the excited states and the finite vol-
ume. The isovector matrix element 〈N |ūu − d̄d|N〉, has
been computed [17] and combining it with the isoscalar
matrix element we obtain the individual up- and down-
quark contributions for the proton and the neutron in
the isospin limit via:

fpu =
2mudr

r + 1

〈N |ūu|N〉
mN

fnu =
2mudr

r + 1

〈N |d̄d|N〉
mN

fpd =
2mud

r + 1

〈N |d̄d|N〉
mN

fnd =
2mud

r + 1

〈N |ūu|N〉
mN

, (7)

where r = mu
md

= 0.50(4) taken from Ref. [46]. We find

fpu = 0.0149(17)(2114), fnu = 0.0117(15)(1812),

fpd = 0.0234(23)(2716) and fnd = 0.0298(23)(3016), (8)

and for the yN -parameter

yN ≡
2〈N |s̄s|N〉
〈N |ūu+ d̄d|N〉

= 0.075(16)(1410). (9)

Isospin breaking can be estimated by comparing the val-

ues of f
p/n
u/d in Eq. (8) to those obtained when replac-

ing the isovector matrix element with the neutron-proton
mass splitting ∆mN |QCD = 2mud

1−r
1+r 〈N |ūu− d̄d|N〉, and

using the value ∆mN |QCD = 2.52(17)(24) MeV deter-
mined for non-degenerate up- and down-quarks [47]. We
find a systematic error due to isospin breaking of maxi-

mum 1% on f
p/n
u/d i.e. an order of magnitude smaller than

the other errors.

In Fig. 4 we compare our values with recent results
from phenomenology and lattice QCD omitting analyses
that include simulations with pion masses larger than
500 MeV. As can be seen, our value for σπN is in perfect
agreement with the most recent value determined using
the Feynman-Hellmann theorem [10], which corroborates
the consistency between the two methods. Such a value
of σπN is consistent with a small SU(3) breaking in con-
junction with a small violation of the OZI rule. However,
there is tension with recent analyses based on the Roy-
Steiner equations and experimental data on pionic atoms.
The lattice QCD value implies a considerably smaller
value of the πN -scattering lengths in disagreement with
pionic-atom phenomenology. A thorough investigation of
the lattice systematics, as well as, an evaluation of the
πN -scattering lengths within lattice QCD [48] can, thus,
provide crucial input in resolving this puzzle.
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